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Long-range attractive and repulsive forces in a two-dimensional complex„dusty… plasma
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An interaction of a negatively biased wire with a monolayer lattice of negatively charged particles has been
studied experimentally. The particles levitated at the height of the wire in a sheath of an rf discharge. It was
found that the particles close to the wire were repelled from it electrostatically, while the far particles were
attracted due to the drag of the ion flow deflected toward the wire. The ion drag force prevails far from the
wire, whereas the electrostatic force is stronger close to the wire. The range of the forces is one to two orders
of magnitude greater than the screening length.
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The possible existence of attractive forces in a comp
~dusty! plasma has been widely discussed recently. The
ticles immersed in a plasma charge negatively and thus r
each other electrostatically. However, it was shown both
perimentally and theoretically that an attractive contribut
to the interaction might also exist. Several mechanisms
provide attraction: ion focusing in the wake behind the p
ticle @1–3#, mutual ‘‘shadowing’’ of the electron and ion
fluxes between the particles@4#, collective interaction via ion
oscillations in the plasma sheath@5#, and charge-dipole in-
teraction of polarized grains@6,7#. Here we report on an ex
perimental study of an attraction force between the partic
of a monolayer plasma crystal and a negatively biased w

The experiments were performed in a capacitiv
coupled rf discharge~Fig. 1! similar to that of Ref.@8#. The
discharge chamber had a lower disk electrode and an u
ring electrode. The upper electrode and the chamber w
grounded. A rf power of 4 W~measured as forward minu
reverse! was applied to the lower electrode, creating a
self-bias of250 V. A krypton gas flow at a rate of 1 sccm
maintained the working gas pressure in the chamber. Mo
disperse plastic microspheres 8.960.1 mm in diameter
were levitated in the sheath above the lower electrode, fo
ing a monolayer hexagonal lattice. They were confined ra
ally in a bowl shaped potential formed by a rim on the ou
edge of the electrode. The monolayer particle cloud w
about 12 cm in diameter with a number density
4–5 mm22 and levitated at a height of.3.5 mm above the
lower electrode. The particles were illuminated by a horizo
tal thin ~0.2–0.3 mm! sheet of He-Ne laser light and image
by a top view digital video camera at 160 frames/s.

A horizontal tungsten wire 0.1 mm in diameter w
placed exactly at the height of the particles roughly half w
between the center and the edge of the electrode. A sim
wire configuration was previously used in a different app
ratus in the experiments of Refs.@9,10#. The wire was biased
negatively so that it repelled the particles electrostatica
The distance between the wire and the first row of the gra
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was.6 mm, as seen in Fig. 2~a!. When the bias voltage wa
made more negative, the rows of particles close to the w
were repelled as expected. What was unexpected was
observation that the particles far from the wire~at a distance
of about 16–20 mm! moved toward the wire, indicating a
attractive force. The particle levitation height always r
mained the same within650 mm or better.

A sinusoidal ~10 V peak-to-peak! voltage at 1 Hz fre-
quency was then applied to the wire in addition to the bi
Since the plasma potential was.111 V, the wire was al-
ways negative with respect to the plasma.

The particle positions were identified and traced from o
frame to another in order to reconstruct the particle trajec
ries. Then the trajectories were averaged in 46 narrow b

FIG. 1. Sketch of the apparatus.~a! Oblique view. Spherical
particles charge negatively and form a monolayer levitating in
plasma sheath above the lower electrode.~b! Side view. The wire is
placed at the same height as the particles.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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parallel to the wire and Fourier analyzed to get the amplitu
and phase of the first harmonic of the grain oscillations@see
Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#. The second and higher harmonics h

FIG. 2. ~a! Top view of the particle cloud interacting with a
negatively biased wire. When the far particles are attracted by
deflected ion drag, the near particles are repelled by the electros
force that prevails over the saturated ion drag. The gas pressu
6.5 Pa, the dc wire bias is240 V, the peak-to-peak excitation
voltage is 10 V, and the excitation frequency is 1 Hz.~b! Amplitude
of the particle oscillations. The amplitude has a minimum at.12
mm. ~c! Phase of the particle oscillations. At.12 mm, the phase of
the motion abruptly changes by.p.
02540
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negligible amplitude. This procedure was the same as
Refs.@8,10#. The amplitude, shown in Fig. 2~b! is the largest
in the first row of particles and decreases as the dista
from the wire increases. It reaches a minimum at.12 mm
and rises again while the phase changes abruptly by.p
@Fig. 2~c!#, indicating oscillations with opposite phase at di
tances*12 mm. The amplitude finally decays to zero
*30 cm.

In order to check how the observed effect depends on
excitation frequency and the wire dc bias, we varied the
two parameters. Figure 3 shows that the position of the m
mum is the same at all frequencies, 12.5 mm610%. At low
frequencies~0.03–1 Hz!, the amplitude of the particle mo
tion is practically independent of the frequency. At high
frequencies~3 and 10 Hz!, the amplitude decreases rapidl
If the dc bias is more negative~Fig. 4!, the position of the
amplitude minimum shifts farther away from the wire an
becomes less distinct, finally vanishing at.280 V. We also
found that the amplitude minimum shifts closer to the wire
higher pressures~20 Pa! and moves away at lower pressure
~2.5 Pa!. Also, there is practically no dependence on
power.

The total excitation force acting on the particles was d
rived from the wave equation for a one-dimensional inhom
geneous particle lattice. Assuming all the time depend
variables to be proportional to eivt and omitting this factor,
we get

v2u22igvu

1D
d

dx S Q2e2D/l

MD2 F11S 11
D

l D 2G du

dxD 52
F tot

M
, ~1!

wherev is the excitation frequency,g is the damping due to
neutral drag, x is the distance from the wire,u(x)

e
tic
is

FIG. 3. Amplitude of the particle oscillations for different exc
tation frequencies taken at 7 Pa gas pressure,220 V dc wire bias,
and 10 V peak-to-peak excitation voltage. The amplitude ha
minimum at 12.5 mm610% from the wire, which is the same fo
all frequencies. At the frequencies greater than approximately 3
the motion amplitude rapidly decreases.
1-2
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5u0(x)eiw(x) is the particle displacement in thex direction
with an amplitudeu0 and phasew, F tot(x) is the horizontal
component of the total excitation force from the wire,D(x)
is the time average particle separation in the lattice,M and
Q5eZ are the particle mass and charge, respectively, anl
is the screening length~which is of the order of the electron
Debye length!.

In order to calculate the excitation force, we used t
amplitudeu0 and the phasew measured for different experi
mental parameters. We approximated the phase depend
with a straight line and changed the sign of the amplitu
where the phase jumped byp. This eliminates the phase
error near the jump due to the small amplitude of the parti
motion. ~This error could produce a sharp peak in a narr
region around the amplitude minimum!. Substitutingu0 and
w for the experimental conditions of Fig. 2 into Eq.~1!, we
obtain the total force on a particle,F tot(x), shown in Fig. 5.
The force is repulsive close to the wire and attractive
from it. For the conditions of our experiment (v/2p51 Hz,
g55 s21), the first two terms in Eq.~1! are of similar mag-
nitude and the third term is negligible~less than the ampli-
tude measurement error!. This makes our result insensitive t
the exact charge of the particles, which is difficult to meas
anyway. It is worth mentioning that the force has a surpr
ingly long range~10–30 cm!, which is much longer than the
screening length~less than 1 mm!.

We attribute the attractive component of the force act
on the particles to the drag of the ion flow deflected in t
field of the wire. In our experiment, the ions normally flo
downward perpendicular to the~horizontal! particle mono-
layer. When the wire is biased negatively, it also attracts io
and their trajectories curve toward it. The horizontal comp
nent of the ion flow drags the vertically confined particl
toward the wire, resulting in an ‘‘attractive’’ force on th
particles. The total force is the sum of the electrostatic~re-
pulsive! and ion drag~attractive! forces,F tot5FE2Fid . The

FIG. 4. Amplitude of the particle oscillations for different d
wire biases taken at 6.5 Pa gas pressure, 1 Hz excitation freque
and 10 V peak-to-peak excitation voltage. As the negative b
increases, the amplitude minimum moves farther from the wire
vanishes.
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electrostatic force isFE5eZEx , whereEx is the horizontal
electric field of the wire. The ion drag force in the horizont
direction is@11#

Fid5miniuxuSpa2F11
2a

MS
2

1
4a2

MS
4

GG , ~2!

wheremi and ni are the ion mass and number density, r
spectively,a is the particle radius,a5e2Z/aTe is the nor-
malized particle charge~usually about a few!, andTe is the
electron temperature. The total ion velocity isuS

5Aux
21uz

2, whereux anduz are the horizontal and vertica
components of the ion velocity, respectively, andMS

2

5uS
2 /cs

2[Mx
21Mz

2 is the corresponding ion Mach numbe
normalized to the ion acoustic velocitycs5ATe /mi . The ion
drag force~2! is a sum of the collection and orbital parts@the
last term in Eq.~2!# that is determined by the Coulomb loga
rithm for the ion-dust elastic collisions,G, integrated over
the interval from the ion collection impact parameter,bc

5aA112a/MS
2 , to the screening lengthl. The Coulomb

logarithm is

G~MS!5
1

2
lnF ~l/a!214a2/MS

4

112g/MS
2 14a2/MS

4 G .

If bc exceedsl, the orbital force equals zero (G50).
Let us evaluate the ratio of the ion drag to the electrosta

force. For our experimental conditions the ion mean fr
path is .0.3 mm, much less than the system dimensio
Therefore, the ion drift velocity~or ambipolar diffusion
speed! far away from the wire is given approximately b
eEx;min in(uS)ux . The ion-neutral collision frequency is
n in5s in(uS)nnuS , where s in is the ion-neutral collision
cross section andnn is the number density of the neutrals
Substituting forEx , we obtain for the electrostatic force

cy,
s
d

FIG. 5. Total force acting on the particles in the direction aw
from the wire. It changes from repulsive~negative! to attractive and
then decays as the distance to the wire increases. It was calcu
using Eq.~1! and the amplitude and phase data for the conditions
Fig. 4. The repulsion is due to the electrostatic force and the att
tion is due to the drag of the ion flow deflected in the wire field
1-3
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FE5eZEx;ZmnnuxuSs in(uS), and thus the ratio of the ion
drag to the electrostatic force is

Fid

FE
;

q

Z

pa2

s in
F11

2a

MS
2

1
4a2

MS
4

GG , ~3!

whereq5ni /nn is the ionization fraction. Unfortunately, th
spatial distribution of the wire electric fieldEx in the sheath
@and therefore the dependenceMS(Ex)] is unknown, but a
qualitative conclusion can be made. Far from the wire
electric field is weak and the ion velocity is mostly dete
mined by the~vertical! sheath electric field. Thus,uz@ux
andMS.Mz is constant at a large distance. However, if t
horizontal distance to the wire~which has its own sheath! is
sufficiently small, the ions drifting to the lower electrode a
affected by the strong long-range electric field of the w
and could gain rather high velocity towards it. Assuming t
vertical drift velocity to be relatively smallMz&1, we can
haveuz&ux and thusMS.Mx*Mz close to the wire. For
,

S.

es

02540
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our conditions, one can evaluateZ;104, q;1026, a;6,
and s in;3310215 cm2. Let us suppose thatMx;1 close
to the wire andMz;0.3. Therefore,G;3 and we finally get
from Eq. ~3! Fid /FE;0.1 at small distances, andFid /FE
;10 far from the wire. Hence, the ion drag might signi
cantly exceed the electrostatic force at large distances, w
results in the attraction of the particles~see Fig. 5!. Close to
the wire the electrostatic interaction is stronger, so that
total forceF tot is repulsive. As the bias voltage on the wi
becomes more negative, the point where the total force
zero shifts away from the wire as well as the minimum of t
motion amplitude seen in Fig. 4.

In this paper we reported an experimental study of
interaction of a biased wire with a monolayer hexagonal d
lattice. It was found that the interaction has a long range~one
to two orders of magnitude longer than a screening leng!.
The interaction is a sum of two forces: the electrostatic fo
and the ion drag of the deflected ion flow. The repuls
electrostatic force prevails at short distances, while the
tractive ion drag force prevails far from the wire.
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